Aims. We investigate the Na abundance distribution of asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars in Galactic globular clusters (GCs) and its possible dependence on GC global properties, especially age and metallicity. Methods. We analyze high-resolution spectra of a large sample of AGB and red giant branch (RGB) stars in the Galactic GCs NGC 104, NGC 6121, and NGC 6809 obtained with FLAMES/GIRAFFE at ESO/VLT, and determine their Na abundances. This is the first time that the AGB stars in NGC 6809 are targeted. Moreover, to investigate the dependence of AGB Na abundance dispersion on GC parameters, we compare the AGB [Na/H] distributions of a total of nine GCs, with five determined by ourselves with homogeneous method and four from literature, covering a wide range of GC parameters. Results. NGC 104 and NGC 6809 have comparable AGB and RGB Na abundance distributions revealed by the K−S test, while NGC 6121 shows a lack of very Na-rich AGB stars. By analyzing all nine GCs, we find that the Na abundances and multiple populations of AGB stars form complex picture. In some GCs, AGB stars have similar Na abundances and/or second-population fractions as their RGB counterparts, while some GCs do not have Na-rich second-population AGB stars, and various cases exist between the two extremes. In addition, the fitted relations between fractions of the AGB second population and GC global parameters show that the AGB second-population fraction slightly anticorrelates with GC central concentration, while no robust dependency can be confirmed with other GC parameters. Conclusions. Current data roughly support the prediction of the fast-rotating massive star (FRMS) scenario. However, considering the weak observational and theoretical trends where scatter and exceptions exist, the fraction of second-population AGB stars can be affected by more than one or two factors, and may even be a result of stochasticity.
Introduction
Galactic globular clusters (GCs) have been the subject of a variety of stellar evolution studies; first, because for a long time they were thought to consist of a single stellar population (i.e., coeval A&A proofs: manuscript no. Wang_2017AA_GCs-AGB-RGB (CMD; e.g., Piotto et al. 2012; Milone et al. 2012b; Piotto et al. 2015; Milone et al. 2015a,b; Nardiello et al. 2015b ) that were associated to the variations in He and light element (e.g., C, N, and O) abundances in their initial chemical composition (see e.g., Milone et al. 2012b; Chantereau et al. 2015 and references therein) .
With the advent of multi-object spectrographs mounted on 8−10m-class telescopes, detailed chemical abundance analyses have also uncovered specific features − elemental (anti-)correlations − between the light element pairs C−N, O−Na, Mg−Al (e.g., Carretta 2016 for a recent review). These are commonly interpreted as a signature of the existence of at least two stellar populations: a first-population (1P) of GC stars displaying Na and O abundances consistent with that of halo field stars of similar metallicity; and a second-population (2P) of GC stars characterized by Na overabundances and O deficiencies. Although the O−Na pair is probably the most documented one in terms of data, a similar picture is also derived from the other pairs, Mg−Al (e.g., Carretta et al. 2014; Carretta 2014) and C−N (e.g., Carretta et al. 2005; Pancino et al. 2010) .
A wealth of observational data has been collected and analyzed for a respectable number of Galactic GCs at different evolutionary phases, for example, from MS and SGB to RGB and HB (see Wang et al. 2016 , here after Paper I, for a more detailed summary). However, asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars have rarely been targeted in a systematic way until very recently, due to their paucity in GCs (a result of their short lifetime) and inefficient RGB/AGB separation criteria. Recently, several studies have focused on GC AGB stars, mainly stimulated by the claim by Campbell et al. (2013, hereafter C13) that no Narich 2P AGB stars exists in NGC 6752. This striking finding was challenged by Lapenna et al. (2016) who re-observed the 20 AGB stars of the C13 sample at higher resolution with ESO-VLT/UVES, and found that both 1P and 2P stars populate the AGB of NGC 6752, with only stars with extreme Na enhancement missing. The presence of 2P AGB stars in this GC is also supported by Gruyters et al. (2017) who claimed a photometric split on the AGB sequence using Strömgrem photometry. Other GC AGB stars have also been scrutinized. Johnson et al. (2015) studied 35 AGB stars in 47 Tuc (NGC 104) and found that the AGB and RGB samples of 47 Tuc have nearly identical [Na/Fe] dispersions, with only a small fraction ( 20%) of Na-rich stars that may fail to ascend the AGB. García-Hernández et al. (2015) showed that 2P AGB stars exist in metal-poor GCs with a study of Mg and Al abundances in 44 AGB stars from four metalpoor GCs (M 13, M 5, M 3 and M 2) . In Paper I, we looked at NGC 2808 and also found that its AGB and RGB stars share similar Na abundance dispersions. Moreover, we found more Narich 2P stars in the AGB sample than in the RGB one. The multiple populations in AGB stars in NGC 2808 was also confirmed by Marino et al. (2017) who carried out a study combining spectroscopy and photometry. They also looked at NGC 6121 (M4) and found it hosts two main populations in agreement with the finding by Lardo et al. (2017) that AGB stars show broadened distribution in close analogy with their RGB counterparts in the C UBI 1 −V diagram. We note, however, that their conclusion on NGC 6121 contradicts the result of MacLean et al. (2016) who found that the AGB is populated by Na-poor and O-rich stars (from the analysis of 15 AGB and 106 RGB stars). NGC 6266 (M62) was also found to have only 1P AGB stars by Lapenna et al. (2015) , but their conclusion may be affected by 1 
C UBI = (U − B) − (B − I)
the small number statistics of their sample (6 AGB and 13 RGB stars).
It is now largely accepted that GCs experienced selfenrichment during their early evolution, and that 2P stars formed out of the Na-rich, O-poor ashes of high-temperatureburning hydrogen ejected by more massive 1P stars and diluted with interstellar gas (e.g., Prantzos & Charbonnel 2006; Prantzos et al. 2007 ). However, the nature of the polluters remains highly debated, as well as the mode and timeline of the formation of 2P stars. Among the most commonlyinvoked scenarios, one finds fast-rotating massive stars (FRMS, with initial masses above ∼ 25 M ⊙ ; Maeder & Meynet 2006; Prantzos & Charbonnel 2006; Decressin et al. 2007a,b; Krause et al. 2013) , massive AGB stars (with initial masses of ∼ 6 − 11 M ⊙ ; Ventura et al. 2001; D'Ercole et al. 2010; Ventura & D'Antona 2011; Ventura et al. 2013 ) and supermassive stars (∼ 10 4 M ⊙ ; Denissenkov & Hartwick 2014; Denissenkov et al. 2015) . Other possible polluters have also been explored, like massive stars in close binaries (10 − 20 M ⊙ ; de Mink et al. 2009; Izzard et al. 2013) , FRMS paired with AGB stars (Sills & Glebbeek 2010) or with high-mass interactive binaries (Bastian et al. 2013; . So far, none of the proposed scenarios have been able to reconcile all aspects of the formation and evolution of GCs with the spectroscopic and photometric complexity exhibited by these systems, nor with the new constraints coming from extragalactic young massive clusters that have masses similar to the initial mass postulated for GCs within the self-enrichment framework (e.g., Renzini et al. 2015; Krause et al. 2016; Charbonnel 2016) .
One key feature to pay attention to is how the various scenarios differ from one another. The origin and amount of He enrichment predicted for 2P stars is one such example, which has important consequences on the way the various sequences of the CMDs can be populated (e.g., D'Antona et al. 2010; Chantereau et al. 2015 Chantereau et al. , 2016 . Interestingly enough, the different theoretical predictions for the coupling between He and Na enrichments in the initial composition of 2P stars are expected to differentially affect the extent of the Na dispersion today among RGB and AGB stars in individual GCs, in proportions that depend on their age and metallicity . In the original FRMS framework, 2P low-mass stars are predicted to be born with large and correlated spreads in both He and Na abundances (Decressin et al. 2007a) . Since the lifetime and the fate of stars strongly depend on their initial He content, the FRMS scenario predicts that, above a certain threshold, or cutoff, of initial He and Na abundance, 2P stars do miss the AGB (so-called AGB-manqué) and evolve directly towards the white dwarf stage after central He burning Chantereau et al. 2015) . This provides in principle a nice explanation for the lack of Na-rich AGB stars observed in NGC 6752 by C13. have also shown that within the original FRMS scenario, the maximum Na content expected on the AGB is a (weak) function of both the metallicity and the age of GCs. Namely, at a given metallicity, younger clusters are expected to host AGB stars exhibiting a larger Na spread than older clusters, and at a given age, higher Na dispersion along the AGB is predicted in metal-poor GCs than in the metal-rich ones. Additionally, mass loss along the RGB has been shown to strongly impact the evolution of low-mass stars on the AGB, and therefore to modify the theoretical Na cut on the AGB ; see also : the higher the mass loss, the stronger the trends with age and metallicity. However, the situation might be much more complex, as revealed by the derivation of the helium varia-tions between 1P and 2P stars in several GCs by multiwavelength photometry of multiple sequences, which turn out to be much lower than predicted by both the original FRMS and AGB scenario (Anderson et al. 2009; di Criscienzo et al. 2010; Pasquini et al. 2011; Milone et al. 2012a Milone et al. ,b, 2013 Piotto et al. 2013; Marino et al. 2014; Larsen et al. 2015; Milone et al. 2015b; Nardiello et al. 2015a,b) . It is therefore fundamental to test model predictions with observations of AGB and RGB stars in GCs spanning a large range in age and metal content. This is necessary to probe the degree of stochasticity lying behind the broad variety of chemical patterns observed in GCs (e.g., .
Considering the current limited sample of GC AGB stars with accurately determined Na (and O) abundances, we carried out a systematic observational campaign of four GCs (NGC 104, NGC 2808, NGC 6121 and NGC 6809) . We have already presented our first results of NGC 2808 in Paper I. Here, we report and discuss our results of the other three GCs, investigating whether the presence of Na-rich stars on AGB is dependent on metallicity and/or other GC parameters.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sects. 2 and 3, we describe the observations and detail the analysis of the data for our sample of GCs. In Sect. 4, we present the re-analysis of C13 data for NGC 6752 and we show other four GCs from the literature. In Sect. 5, we compare the behavior of Na along the AGB and the RGB for the full GC sample (ours plus literature); we discuss also the possible correlations between the corresponding fractions of 1P and 2P stars and the GC global properties, and compare with the theoretical predictions of the original FRMS scenario. A summary and concluding remarks close the paper in Sect. 6.
Observation and data reduction
As already mentioned in Paper I, we selected our targets in NGC 104, NGC 6121, and NGC 6809 from the Johnson-Morgan photometric database which is part of the project described in Stetson (2000 Stetson ( , 2005 and covers a magnitude range of about three magnitudes for each GC. To distinguish AGB from RGB stars, we used several CMDs with different combinations of color indices and magnitudes. We found that in the CMDs of, for example, (U-I)−U, (U-I)−I, and (B-I)−V, AGB and RGB stars can be separated efficiently, similarly to García-Hernández et al. (2015) . Figure 1 shows the location of the member stars in the CMDs of (B-I)−V.
All our spectra were obtained with the high-resolution multi-object spectrograph FLAMES, mounted on ESO/VLT-UT2 (Pasquini et al. 2003) , taking advantage of GIRAFFE (HR 13, HR 15, and HR 19) for the majority of our sample stars and used the UVES fibres (Red 580) for the brightest objects of each cluster. Table 1 summarizes the most relevant details of our observational campaign. Data reduction followed standard procedures and was carried out as described in Paper I. The final co-added spectra have signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) ranging between 50 and 400 for the GIRAFFE spectra and 50 and 230 for the UVES spectra, depending on the magnitude of the star. We identified non-cluster-member stars based on the derived stellar radial velocities and removed them from further analysis. The number of stars (initially observed and later confirmed as cluster members) are listed in Table 2 for each of the three GCs, together with their derived mean barycentric radial velocities, whereas Table 3 lists the most relevant information of only the member stars, that is, their evolutionary phases (AGB/RGB), the instrument used for collecting the spectrum (GIRAFFE/UVES), and their coordinates, photometry and barycentric radial velocities. . Photometric CMDs (left) and log g − log T eff distributions (right) of the cluster member stars. Red circles and blue squares represent AGB and RGB stars, respectively, while the GIRAFFE and UVES samples can be distinguished by open and filled symbols, respectively. The same symbols are used throughout the paper.
3. Stellar parameters and abundance analysis of our sample stars 3.1. Effective temperature and surface gravity Optical B, V, and I magnitudes are available for all our stars from the photometric database mentioned in Sect. 2. By crossmatching the coordinates of our targets with the 2MASS catalog Notes. Numbers provided in 3 th and 4 th columns are given in the format of stars observed with "GIRAFFE + UVES", with the number of stars in common specified between parentheses. Our data on NGC 2808 from Paper I are also reported to help in the comparison. (Skrutskie et al. 2006) we have also compiled the corresponding J, H, and K infrared magnitudes.
The foreground reddenings and distance moduli adopted for the three GCs are listed in Table 4 . We note that for the distance modulus of NGC 104, Bono et al. (2008) took an average of the values derived from the tip of the red giant branch and the RR Lyrae methods. For NGC 6809, by combining information from photometry (V magnitude and B-V) and period data of 13 RR Lyrae stars (Olech et al. 1999) , we computed the absolute distance modulus using the dual band metaldependent Period−Wesenheit (PWZ) relation recently derived by Marconi et al. (2015) , which is almost metallicity independent in B and V. For NGC 104 and NGC 6809, we adopted the Cardelli et al. (1989) relations 2 , as in Paper I. NGC 6121, instead, is more peculiar because it is located in the Galactic plane behind the Sco-Oph cloud complex, and a non-standard reddening law should be applied (Hendricks et al. 2012, and references therein) . For this GC, we thus adopted the recent reddening law and distance modulus reported by Hendricks et al. (2012) who used a combination of broadband near-infrared and optical Johnson-Cousins photometry to study the dust properties in the line of sight to this cluster.
As in Paper I, we derived the stellar effective temperatures (T eff ) using the Ramírez & Meléndez (2005) photometric calibrations for giants and adopting five de-reddened color indices, that is,
The variations among these temperature scales are smaller than or comparable to the error of the mean temperature of the five scales. So we took the mean value of the temperatures derived from the five color indices as our final T eff . The surface gravities log g were derived from first principles, that is, by using effective temperatures, bolometric corrections (taken from Alonso et al. 1999 ) and stellar masses. For the latter, test runs with our stellar evolution code showed that stellar masses on the RGB have a slight dependence on the metallicity and age of the cluster, while these differences become negligible on the AGB. Therefore, we assumed m = 0.61 M ⊙ for the AGB stars in all three clusters, whereas we differentiated the values for the RGB stars with m RGB,NGC104 = 0.91 M ⊙ , m RGB,NGC6121 = 0.87 M ⊙ and m RGB,NGC6809 = 0.81 M ⊙ . The right panels of Fig. 1 show the log T eff − log g distributions of the member stars.
It is worth mentioning that all three GCs suffer from some differential reddening. In the case of NGC 104 and NGC 6809 the differential reddenings are small and comparable in magnitude to the errors on the derived reddenings (cf. Table 4 and references therein). If they are taken into account as one extra source of uncertainty, the typical errors on their final effective temperatures and gravities become of the order of ±70 K (NGC 104), ±80 K (NGC 6809) and ±0.06 (for both clusters), respectively. The case of NGC 6121 is however more complex because of its much larger differential reddening (∼ 0.20 mag, Hendricks et al. 2012 ) . The errors on T eff and log g could reach ∆T eff ∼ ±260 K and ∆ log g ∼ ±0.12 dex if the reported differential reddening is taken into account at face value, a significant difference from ∆T eff ∼ ±50 K and ∆ log g ∼ ±0.03 dex derived by accounting for only the intrinsic error on the reddening. However, a range of differential reddening values has been proposed for this cluster, for example, from ∼ 0.05 mag by Cudworth & Rees (1990) and ∼ 0.10 mag by Monelli et al. (2013) ; Lardo et al. (2017) up to ∼ 0.25 mag by Mucciarelli et al. (2011) . Considering the complexity and uncertainties in the reddening of NGC 6121, we empirically took the median and decided to consider ∆T eff ∼ ±150 K and ∆ log g ∼ ±0.08 dex as representative of our analytical uncertainties.
Metallicity and microturbulent velocity
Metallicity ([Fe/H]) and microturbulence (ξ t ) were determined as in Paper I, where a detailed description of our methodology is provided. In short, metallicities were derived by measuring the equivalent widths (EWs) of both Fe i and Fe ii unblended lines, restricting our selection to lines with EWs between 20 mÅ and 120 mÅ. For the computation of the abundances, we used 1D LTE spherical MARCS model atmospheres (Gustafsson et al. 2008) , the LTE stellar line analysis programme MOOG (Sneden 1973 (Sneden , 2014 and we assumed a solar iron abundance of log ǫ(Fe) ⊙ = 7.50 (Asplund et al. 2009 ). Because of their known inter-dependencies, all stellar parameters (T eff , log g, [Fe/H], ξ t ) were derived iteratively and following standard procedures. Since standard LTE analyses of Fe i lines tend to underestimate the true iron abundance, we applied non-LTE (NLTE) correc- 
Notes.
a The 'Star ID' reports the original ID from the photometric catalog, to which we added the suffix AGB/RGB to help in the identification of the evolutionary phase of the object.
Article number, page 5 of 17 Bonatto et al. (2013) tions to all our LTE Fe i values , and references therein). Our final stellar parameters are summarized in Table 5, while  Table 6 lists the mean metallicities of the AGB and RGB samples in the three GCs. For convenience, we have added to this table also the values derived in Paper I for NGC 2808. We note that our RGB results agree well with those derived by Carretta et al. (2009) within the associated errors (cf. two rightmost columns of 
Sodium abundance
Our stellar Na abundances were derived via spectrum synthesis of the Na doublet at 6154−6160 Å, using MOOG and MARCS spherical model atmospheres interpolated to match our derived stellar parameters. A solar sodium abundance of log ǫ(Na) ⊙ = 6.24 (Asplund et al. 2009 ) was adopted throughout the analysis. As already done for NGC 2808 (cf. Paper I) we took the average of the abundances derived from both doublet lines as our final Na abundance. Similarly to iron, Na abundances determined from neutral lines (as in our case) are also affected by the NLTE effect and were therefore corrected accordingly.
We list the Na abundances derived for the individual stars in Table 7 , along with the NLTE-corrected values based on the grids computed by Lind et al. (2011) . Table 8 is similar to Table 6, now summarizing the average Na abundances of our three GCs. For convenience, it also reports the results from our previous analysis on NGC 2808.
We note that in the two most metal-rich GCs in our sample, the Na doublet was saturated or approaching saturation in 27 stars of NGC 104 and 4 stars of NGC 6121, respectively. These stars were dropped from any further discussion.
Error analysis
We estimated the uncertainties in our derived abundances, following the procedures described in Paper I and considering errors of both random and systematic nature.
As random measurement uncertainty, we considered σ/ √ N, where σ is the line-to-line dispersion and N is the number of lines measured. A correction according to a t-distribution was applied to the Na and Fe ii abundances considering the limited number of lines present in our spectra (cf. Paper I for more details).
For the systematic uncertainty, we selected a total of six stars per GC: Four stars observed with GIRAFFE − one cool/hot in each AGB/RGB sample; and two stars observed with UVESfibre − one cool AGB and one cool RGB, as this sub-sample includes only cool stars. With these 18 stars, we tested the effect of varying stellar parameters and EWs (or other key parameters of the analysis) by their associated errors on the derived abundances.
Typical total uncertainties, combining both random and systematic sources of error, are summarized in Table 9 for the GI-RAFFE and UVES samples of each GC.
Stars observed with both GIRAFFE and UVES-fibre
In the case of NGC 6809, we were able to optimize our fibre configurations by swapping targets between fibre types. We thus observed seven objects (one AGB and six RGB) with both GIRAFFE-Medusa and UVES-fibre, which allowed us to test whether or not any zero-point abundance difference exists between the two different sets of spectra. We found the following average differences (UVES-fibre minus GIRAFFE):
01±0.05 dex, and ∆[Na/Fe] NLTE = −0.03 ± 0.06 dex. These results show that, despite a lower resolution and smaller spectral coverage, the majority of our spectra (indeed observed with GIRAFFE) match very well the results obtained from the analysis of the UVES-fibre counterparts. We highlight that in the following Sections, although it does not make any significant difference, we have considered the UVESfibre results for these seven stars.
Observed Na abundance distribution along the RGB and AGB
Our final Na abundance distributions are shown in Fig. 2 Table 7 . However, as pointed out by Campbell et al. (2017) , the [Fe i/H] can be affected by the T eff scale, which further influences the degree of Fe i−Fe ii discrepancy that has been found especially in AGB stars by several works (Ivans et al. 2001; Lapenna et al. 2014 Lapenna et al. , 2015 Lapenna et al. , 2016 Mucciarelli et al. 2015) and also by us (see also Sect. 4.1). Any uncertainty in the determination of the iron abundance will affect the accuracy of the [Na/Fe] ratios, while [Na/H] is very robust, as also detailed by Campbell et al. (2017) who show that parameter variations between studies (caused by using different methods, tools, input data, etc.) have little effect on the derived [Na/H]. This was also our conclusion from Paper I, which led us to base our discussion of the Na distribution in the RGB and AGB samples on the [Na/H] abundance indicator only. For each individual cluster we perform a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test to estimate the similarity of the [Na/H] distributions in the AGB and RGB samples. All numbers and conclusions discussed below are roughly confirmed by the dispersions (σ) and the interquartile range (IQR) values of the distributions reported in Table 8 . For each cluster, we also provide a critical summary of how our derived Na abundances compare to other abundance studies of similar data quality.
NGC 104
NGC 104 (40 AGB, 27 RGB) is the GC in which the AGB and RGB samples are the closest in terms of Na abundance distributions, with the AGB stars spanning an even slightly larger 
Notes.
a σT eff is the scatter of the temperatures derived from the five colors we considered. A&A proofs: manuscript no. Wang_2017AA_GCs-AGB-RGB Cordero et al. (2014) , following the same methodology of Johnson et al. (2015) . We carried out a detailed check for 12 AGB and 13 RGB stars in common with our sample (identified by coordinates cross-matching with angular distance < 0.3") and found mean differences (in the sense of our result minus theirs) of −78 ± 60 K in T eff , −0.07 ± 0.22 in log g, −0.25 ± 0.17 km s −1 in ξ t , and −0.12 ± 0.10 dex in [Fe/H]. We assign these differences mainly to the different methods employed to derive the stellar parameters T eff and log g (photometry in the present study, spectroscopy in Johnson et al. 2015 and Cordero et al. 2014 ). However, the negligible difference in [Na/H] (0.02 ± 0.12 dex; after having checked that their conclusions for [Na/Fe] hold also for the [Na/H] ratio) confirms the agreement found in the Na abundance distribution.
NGC 6121
We find that in NGC 6121 (19 AGB, 63 RGB), the AGB stars occupy the bottom two-thirds of the [Na/H] distribution of the RGB ones. There is an actual difference of 0.26 dex between the maximum [Na/H] values of the AGB and RGB samples, indicating a lack of very Na-rich AGB stars in this cluster. The D = 0.408 and p-value = 0.011 from the K-S test confirms that the two populations do not share the same Na distribution.
Our results for this GC agree with those of MacLean et al. (2016) who studied a sample of 106 RGB and 15 AGB stars in NGC 6121. In their analysis, they derived a difference of 0.4 dex between the maximum [Na/H] values of their AGB and RGB samples (compared to our value of 0.26 dex, we have more Narich AGB stars than MacLean et al. 2016) . Although the authors do not provide the coordinates of their sample stars, we were able to find 29 RGB stars in common, by investigating the overlap existing between their sample and Marino et al. (2008) and applying our cross-matching criterion with an angular distance ≤ 0.3". The mean differences in the derived stellar parameters and Na abundance for this RGB subsample were found to be (in the sense of our result minus theirs) −142 ± 78 K in T eff , −0.05 ± 0.13 in log g, −0.04 ± 0.23 km s the two studies (our result minus theirs), while the differences in T eff , log g, and ξ t were, respectively, −69 ± 54 K, −0.09 ± 0.17, and −0.22 ± 0.11 km s −1 .
NGC 6809
In NGC 6809 (23 AGB, 77 RGB), we find that the Na abundances of the RGB sample spread more evenly while the AGB stars tend to be more concentrated. The difference between the maximum [Na/H] values reached by each sample amounts to 0.12 dex (the AGB sample reaching lower values). The difference is only half of the one observed in NGC 6121, and the twosided K-S test does not provide any strong evidence for the two distributions to be different, with D = 0.190 and p-value = 0.498. This is the first time that AGB stars are targeted and analyzed for their Na abundances in this cluster. We have however 27 RGB stars in common with the Carretta et al. (2009) 
NGC 2808
For completeness, we recall here the main results of Paper I: the Na abundances of the 33 AGB and 40 RGB stars we analyzed in NGC 2808 can be considered to follow the same distribution (K-S test gives D = 0.268 and p-value = 0.137) although a difference of 0.21 dex was found between the maximum [Na/H] values of the AGB and RGB samples, with the AGB maximum value being lower.
Other clusters

Re-analysis of C13 data for NGC 6752
To enlarge the number of clusters studied self-consistently, we decided to reanalyze the publicly available data of C13 following our analytical methods. We adopted the reddening E(B-V) = 0.04 mag and visual distance modulus (m-M) V = 13.24 mag from Gratton et al. (2003) , and assumed stellar masses of m AGB = 0.61 M ⊙ and m RGB = 0.83 M ⊙ , following the theoretical predictions of stellar evolution models (assuming an age of 12.5 Gyr, Chantereau et al. 2015) . Using the methods described in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2, we derived the stellar parameters and the metallicities for a total of 44 individual stars (20 AGB and 24 RGB stars). Overall, we find a good agreement with the C13 result on the effective temperature with a mean difference of ∆ T eff = −24 ± 51 K (ours minus C13), while the mean differences on the gravity and microturbulent velocity are ∆ log g = −0.14 ± 0.07 and ∆ ξ t = −0.30 ± 0.25 km s Considering the weakness of the 6154 − 60 Å Na lines in a non-negligible number of spectra of the C13 sample, we followed their choice and derived the Na abundances from the EWs . We apply the same NLTE corrections (Lind et al. 2011) to the derived Na abundances as for the other GCs and find a mean difference (ours minus C13) of −0.16±0.06 dex in [Na/H] and of −0.03±0.13 dex in [Na/Fe]. We compare the derived Na abundances from the two studies in Fig. 3 . The differences in [Na/H] appear to be systematic (likely due to the combination of different stellar parameters and adopted solar abundances), while the effect on [Na/Fe] is influenced mainly by the adopted Fe abundance (overall cluster metallicity in the case of C13, individual stellar metallicities in our case; see also Lapenna et al. 2016 ). The remaining offsets are likely to come from the NLTE correction applied to the Na abundance (C13 used the Gratton et al. 1999 values) . Figure 4 shows all results of this re-analysis (left column), with a direct comparison to the values published by C13 (middle column). For AGB stars, our [Na/H] distribution agrees quite well with that of C13, while this is not the case for [Na/Fe]. Testing the assumption on the metallicities made by the two analyses shows that we can fully reproduce C13 results as soon as we use an overall metallicity value for the cluster. Both our [Na/H] and [Na/Fe i] distributions derived for the AGB sample agree well with those derived by Lapenna et al. (2016) from higherresolution spectral data, as shown in the right column of Fig. 4 (labeled as L16; the RGB stars are from our re-analysis and are shown only to aid the comparison), which supports our abundance results. As in Sect. 3.6, we take [Na/H] as the Na abundance indicator and find that there is a significant lack of Na-rich AGB stars in the sample of NGC 6752 (2P AGB stars account for ∼15%, cf. Sect. 5). However, Lapenna et al. (2016) claimed that both 1P and 2P stars populate the AGB of NGC 6752 with ∼65% of AGB stars belonging to 2P based on the [O/Fe]-[Na/Fe] distribution. Only stars with extreme Na enhancements are claimed to be missing in their AGB sample. We note, however, that this conclusion was derived based on [Na/Fe] ratios. The Fe i−Fe ii discrepancy (especially their different behaviors in AGB and RGB stars) may affect the relative Na abundance distributions between AGB and RGB stars (e.g., Fig. 4 , left column) so that the [Na/Fe] indicator carries a larger uncertainty compared to the [Na/H] (Sect. 3.6). Furthermore, we note that our derived fraction of 2P-AGB stars (∼15%) is lower than the one predicted by Cassisi et al. (2014, ∼50%) based on simulations of the horizontal branch. While the specific fraction numbers of different stellar populations depend on the adopted separation criteria (see also Sect. 5.3), the sampling could also affect the results. Although we believe that this GC deserves further scrutiny, for the A&A proofs: manuscript no. Wang_2017AA_GCs-AGB-RGB Fig. 4 . Na abundance (NLTE) distributions of the sample of C13 in NGC 6752. The left-column panels show our re-analysis results, middle-column panels show the Na abundance distribution from C13, and the right-column panels show the Na abundance of the AGB sample derived by Lapenna et al. (2016) together with the RGB stars from our re-analysis. For convenience of comparison, the data from C13 and Lapenna et al. (2016) are shifted systematically to our scale with a constant which is equal to the mean difference between their results and ours, while the dispersions derived in each study are kept. Red circles and blue squares represent AGB and RGB stars, respectively. sake of a coherent discussion, we use our derived abundance ratios in the following Sections.
Literature data for four additional GCs
In the literature, one finds four other GCs whose AGB stars have been targeted for their Na abundances through moderate-and high-resolution spectroscopic observations: NGC 5904 (Ivans et al. 2001; Lai et al. 2011) , NGC 5986 (Johnson et al. 2017) , NGC 6205 (Johnson & Pilachowski 2012) , and NGC 6266 . The Na abundance patterns observed in these clusters are shown in Fig. 6 , where the data points have already been adjusted to be on the same solar abundance and NLTE-correction scales as our own data set; for NGC 5904 the abundance data from Lai et al. (2011) have been unified to the system of Ivans et al. (2001) according to the common star between the two studies, while for the common star we adopt the data derived by Ivans et al..
NGC 6205 (M13; [Fe/H] = −1.57, Johnson & Pilachowski 2012) seems to be relatively devoid of Na-normal AGB stars, with a difference of ∼ 0.4 dex between the [Na/H] minimum values in the RGB and the AGB samples. But, as suggested by García-Hernández et al. (2015) , due to the difficulty of distinguishing AGB from RGB stars at the bright end of the giant branch, some misclassification might have occurred, which could slightly favor the RGB sample. Notwithstanding, the presence of a large fraction of Na-rich AGB stars in NGC 6205 is clear. Lapenna et al. (2015) . However, in our opinion, no firm conclusion can be drawn because the AGB phase may not be sufficiently sampled.
Discussion for the full sample of GCs with Na abundance determination on the AGB
Comparison criteria
For the reasons previously described, we use the [Na/H] NLTE data to discuss the differences and similarities in terms of Na abundances in the nine GCs for which both the RGB and AGB have been studied. The abundance determination is self-consistent for five GCs (NGC 6809, NGC 6121, NGC 2808, NGC 104, and NGC 6752; this paper and Paper I). For the four other GCs (NGC 6205, NGC 5986, NGC 5904, and NGC 6266), we use the data from the original papers that we modified to have consistent Na reference solar abundance and NLTE corrections (Sect. 4.2). We use the same definition as in Paper I to distinguish Nanormal and Na-rich stars (often called 1P and 2P stars in the literature; see e.g., Prantzos & Charbonnel 2006; Carretta et al. 2009 ), the latter ones being defined as those having [Na/H] higher than [Na/H] cri = [Na/H] min + 0.3 dex, where [Na/H] min is the minimum Na value derived for the RGB+AGB sample in a given cluster and 0.3 dex is about one third of the [Na/H] spread. Table 10 gathers the values of [Na/H] cri , of the fraction of Narich RGB and AGB 2P stars (f 2P,RGB and f 2P,AGB respectively), and of the Na spreads ∆[Na/H] for the RGB and AGB subsamples in each GC; we have also collected in the table important cluster characteristics that are relevant for the discussion.
Na abundance distributions among the RGB and AGB samples
We gather all the [Na/H] NLTE data for the nine GCs as a function of stellar effective temperature (Figs. 5 and 6) and in the form of continuous histograms (Figs. 7 and 8 , where every star is represented by a Gaussian profile with a weight of one and standard deviation equalling the uncertainty on the measurement) for RGB and AGB samples. In all cases, the Na dispersion observed for RGB and AGB stars does not depend on the effective temperature (Figs. 5 and 6) or the brightness of the stars (not shown here). This means that there is no in situ evolution effect that modifies the Na abundance inside the GC evolved stars we observe today.
A quick look at these figures shows that in the majority of the GCs under scrutiny (eight out of nine, the only exception being NGC 104), the Na spread is smaller among AGB stars than among RGB stars (see the actual dispersion numbers in Table 10). More specifically, the maximum [Na/H] values derived for the AGB stars are lower than the ones derived for the RGB stars. In three out of these eight GCs (NGC 6809, NGC 6205, and NGC 5986), the maximum values for Na on the RGB and The values for NGC 6752 are from our re-analysis of C13 data, the others are from the literature (see the text) but the adopted solar abundance and the NLTE correction for Na have been homogenized to those we used for our own GCs.
the AGB are however marginally consistent considering the errors. Three clusters (NGC 2808, NGC 5904, NGC 6121) clearly lack the most Na-rich AGB star. Finally, the last two clusters (NGC 6752 and NGC 6266 4 ) stand out by showing (almost) no Na-rich AGB stars (i.e., with [Na/H] higher than [Na/H] cri ) in the samples analyzed so far.
The continuous histograms of the [Na/H] (Figs. 7 and 8) indicate that the Na abundance distributions of the RGB and AGB stars cannot be described by one type of profile (single-or double-peak) and confirm that they vary from cluster to cluster. According to the current data, both AGB and RGB samples of NGC 104 and NGC 6205 are bimodal; those of NGC 6121 and NGC 6809 are unimodal; for NGC 2808 and NGC 6752, their RGB and AGB samples appear to be bimodal and unimodal, respectively; NGC 6266 has a unimodal AGB sample and trimodal RGB sample; NGC 5904 shows bimodal distribution in AGB sample but a broadened profile in RGB sample which indi-4 Larger uncertanity may exist for this cluster considering the paucity of stars that have been studied so far .
cates that three closely located peaks may exist; while NGC 5986 shows trimodal distributions in both AGB and RGB samples. Separations can clearly be found between the main peaks of AGB and RGB samples of NGC 6121, NGC 6752, NGC 6266, and NGC 5986, with the ones of AGB always having lower [Na/H] values than RGB, and the main peaks in NGC 6752 separate the most.
Fractions of 1P and 2P stars
The number ratio between 1P and 2P stars has been extensively used to constrain the models that aim at explaining the chemical properties of the stellar populations in GCs (e.g., Prantzos & Charbonnel 2006; Carretta et al. 2010; Decressin et al. 2010; Schaerer & Charbonnel 2011; Charbonnel et al. 2014; Larsen et al. 2014; Bastian & Lardo 2015; Khalaj & Baumgardt 2015) . As a general concept, 1P and 2P refer respectively to GC stars that present chemical abundances similar or different to those of field stars of similar metal- Table 10 . Na abundance spread, critical value of the Na abundance distinguishing 1P and 2P stars, and the corresponding fraction of Na-rich 2P stars f 2P (together with the associated errors based on Beta distribution) in the RGB and AGB samples. The five GCs on the left side of the vertical line are the GCs analyzed (or re-analyzed) by ourselves homogeneously, and their [Fe/H] Notes. The GC ages (Gyr) are adopted from VandenBerg et al. (2013) , except NGC 6266 whose age is from Roediger et al. (2014) ; the M V (mag), ellipticities, c.c., and σ v (km s −1 ) are from Harris (1996 Harris ( , 2010 ; the masses (×10 6 M ⊙ ) are adopted from Boyles et al. (2011) ; the HBR, r h (pc), and r t (pc) are from Mackey & van den Bergh (2005). licity. This can be seen in Fig. 9 where we compare the Na data for RGB and AGB stars that we use in the discussion (including our determinations and data from the literature) with the Na data in Galactic field stars gathered and homogenized by Carretta (2013) . Using the same definition of [Na/H] cri as in Paper I (see Sect. 5.1), we calculate the fraction of 2P stars (f 2P ) both on the RGB and AGB in each individual GC (Table 10) . Our results agree with the finding of Carretta et al. (2009) that the 2P RGB component is present in all clusters, with a fraction between ∼ 50% and 75%. For the AGB, we confirm previous abundance studies that revealed a complex picture, with some clusters being almost devoid of 2P AGB stars (NGC 6752, NGC 6266), some having similar 2P fractions on the AGB to on the RGB (NGC 2808, NGC 5904, and NGC 6809) , and all the possible intermediate cases between these two extreme behaviors. Overall, the fraction of 2P AGB stars varies between ∼ 0% and 87% (these extreme values corresponding to NGC 6266 and NGC 6205, respectively).
Obviously, the actual numbers one obtains for the fractions of 1P and 2P stars in a given GC depend on the adopted distinction criteria. For example, our conclusion that NGC 6121 hosts 2P AGB stars seems at first sight to contradict the claim by MacLean et al. (2016) that there is no 2P AGB star in this cluster. However, MacLean et al. (2016) derived the population separation point (PSP) for their NGC 6121 sample ([Na/O] = −0.16 dex) by identifying a minimum in the [Na/O] distribution between the two subpopulations in the RGB sample of Marino et al. (2008) , and they found that the abundance distribution was consistent with all the AGB stars being of 1P, while 45% of the RGB stars belong to 2P. However, if the criterion by Carretta et al. (2009) to distinguish 1P and 2P stars (i.e., [Na/Fe] cri = [Na/Fe] min + 0.3 dex) is applied, one finds 6 out of 15 AGB stars and 65 out of 106 RGB stars belonging to 2P, which accounts for 40% and 61% of their AGB and RGB sample, respectively. Although it is still slightly different from the fractions found for our own sample (53% AGB and 76% RGB stars belonging to 2P), it is possible to identify some 2P AGB stars from the Na abundance distributions of both samples (ours and MacLean et al. 2016 ) when the same 1P−2P separation criterion is adopted. Moreover, from the [O/Fe]−[Na/Fe] distribution of the AGB stars studied by Marino et al. (2017) we can infer that the Na-rich/O-poor stars account for 47%, which is close to our 2P AGB fraction of 53%. The photometric studies of Marino et al. (2017) and Lardo et al. (2017) also support the claim that NGC 6121 hosts multiple populations on AGB. Thus we believe that this cluster should have more than one stellar population along its AGB. We investigate possible dependencies between the fraction of 2P AGB stars (f 2P,AGB ) we derived and the GC global parameters listed in Table 10 . We consider [Fe/H], age, absolute V magnitude (M V ), mass, HB morphology index (HBR), half-light radius (r h ), tidal radius (r t ), ellipticity, central concentration (c.c.), and central velocity dispersion (σ v ). Figure 10 shows the data points and the linear fits derived by least square fitting with the errors taken into account. The Pearson correlation coefficients for each set of data points are also listed as a reference. When we consider only the five GCs that we have analyzed in a consistent manner (black points and solid lines), we obtain weak positive correlations between f 2P,AGB and half-light radius; and anticorrelations with GC age (weak), tidal radius, and central concentra- Charbonnel et al. (2013) proposed that the lack of sodium-rich AGB stars in NGC 6752 could be due to a correlation between Na and He enrichment in the initial mixture of the low-mass stars we observe today, as predicted in the original FRMS scenario (Decressin et al. 2007b) . They showed that in this framework, 2P stars born with an initial He abundance above a cutoff value (and consequently with an initial Na abundance above a cutoff value) are predicted to miss the AGB and evolve directly towards the white dwarf stage after central He burning, because of the impact of helium on stellar evolution. showed that when one assumes the same initial Na−He correlation for all GCs within the FRMS framework as well as standard mass-loss rates on the RGB, the maximum Na content expected for 2P stars on the AGB is a function of both the metallicity and the age of GCs. At a given [Fe/H], younger clusters are expected to host AGB stars exhibiting a larger Na spread than older clusters; and, at a given age, higher Na dispersion along the AGB is predicted in metal-poor GCs than in the metal-rich ones. This is depicted in Fig. 11 where we show the model predictions for the ratio between the Na spread on the AGB and that on the RGB as a function of GC age and for different metallicities. Among the nine currently available GCs, we have two pairs of GCs with similar metallicities, that is, NGC 2808 and NGC 6266, and NGC 2808 and NGC 6121, with the relatively younger GC in each pair always having larger [Na/H] dispersion and 2P-AGB fraction. NGC 5986, NGC 6205, and NGC 6752 have comparable metallicities and slightly different ages, but still the relatively younger GC has more Na-rich 2P AGB stars. Besides, NGC 5904, NGC 6121, and NGC 6266 have almost the same age but slightly different metallicities, with the most metal-poor one showing the largest number of 2P AGB stars. In other words, we have five GCs that lie in the domain where the AGB stars are expected to present large Na abundance dispersions within the FRMS framework. These are NGC 104 and NGC 2808 that are relatively young and metalrich, NGC 6205 and NGC 5986 that have medium age and metallicity, and NGC 6809 which is old and metal-poor. On the other hand, according to the FRMS prediction and based on their metallicities and ages, NGC 5904, NGC 6121, NGC 6752, and NGC 6266 are expected to have their AGB stars showing smaller Na abundance dispersions compared to their RGB counterparts. Thus, and to the very first order, the observations of these subgroups of GCs are consistent with the trends with age and metallicity predicted by the FRMS scenario.
Theoretical considerations
However, there are several important issues that might blur the general trends one tries to identify (see also the discussion in . First, Charbonnel et al. (2013) and showed that the maximum Na abundance expected on the AGB for a given age and metallicity strongly depends on the mass-loss rate adopted on the RGB (see also , especially for the oldest GCs and the most metal-rich ones. This is clear from Fig. 11 where we show the predictions for the ratio of the Na spreads on the AGB and RGB for two values (0.5 and 0.65) of the η parameter adopted in Reimers prescription used by to compute the mass-loss rate on the RGB. The trends with age and metallicity become stronger when higher mass-loss rates are considered. Additionally, the comparison between the predictions and the observed data for the nine GCs plotted in Fig. 11 supports variations of the RGB mass-loss efficiency from one GC to another within the range derived for η by McDonald & Zijlstra (2015, median and maximum values of 0.477 and 0.65 respectively) to explain the variations of the horizontal branch morphology for 56 Galactic GCs.
Second, both the observed and theoretical trends with age and metallicity are very weak (and we showed that in the observational case they depend on the considered subsamples), and scatters and exceptions exist in the data as can be seen in Fig. 10 . This indicates to some extent that the fraction of 2P AGB stars is not simply affected by one single parameter/factor. Mass loss is certainly an important player as discussed above.
Third, although the ages we use here are taken from a single source (except for NGC 6266), they were not derived for the [Fe/H] values reported in the present paper, which might also introduce some confusion in the derivation of the trends with age and metallicity.
Finally, the initial Na−He correlation and its dependency with cluster properties is an important parameter to predict the theoretical value of the maximum Na expected on the AGB for a given GC. Unfortunately, this correlation is not constrained yet, which forced to assume a similar relation over the metallicity range they investigated. To date, the only GCs for which non-negligible He enrichment were estimated using both photometry and spectroscopic measurements are NGC 2808 ) and NGC 6266 (Milone 2015) . However, their Na distributions on the AGB are radically different and more similar to other GCs (NGC 6121 and NGC 6752, respectively) for which very modest He variations have been estimated (Villanova et al. 2012 for NGC 6121, Milone et al. 2013 for NGC 6752, and Nardiello et al. 2015a for both GCs). Therefore, the theoretical interpretation of the data is not straightforward, bearing also in mind that the abovementioned comparisons depend on the chosen abundance data set (cf. abundance discrepencies between different studies mentioned earlier on).
Overall, and as already pointed out in a more general context by , the broad variety of chemical patterns certainly reveals a high degree of stochasticity that is challenging our understanding of the formation and evolution of GCs and of their stellar populations.
Summary
After the claim by C13 that no Na-rich AGB stars were present in NGC 6752, several studies were recently devoted to the de- and the selected GC global parameters. The data points were all derived using the criteria defined in Sect. 5.1. Filled and open circles are used, respectively, for the five GCs we analyzed self-consistently (NGC 6809, NGC 2808, NGC 6121, NGC 104, and NGC 6752) and for those we took from the literature (NGC 6205, NGC 5986, NGC 5904, and NGC 6266) . The associated error bars are computed from Beta distribution. The lines are the linear fits derived by least square fitting (with the errors taken into account); the solid and dashed lines are fitted from our own five GCs and all the nine GCs, respectively, while the dashdotted ones represent the fits disregarding the two most scattered points of NGC 6266 and NGC 6752. The Pearson correlation coefficients considering the five (R5), nine (R9), and seven (R7) data points, respectively, are listed at the bottom of each panel (except for the very bottom right panel, which reports the five (R5), eight (R8), and six (R6) data points, as no σ v data is available for NGC 5986).
termination of the Na content of AGB stars in GCs. In this work, we present the first analysis for NGC 6809, together with that of a large stellar sample in NGC 104 and NGC 6121, and a re-analysis of NGC 6752. This is complementary to our previous study of NGC 2808 (Paper I). For these five GCs, we use a photometric method to derive effective temperature and surface gravity of the sample stars. Equivalent widths of unblended iron lines are measured to determine [Fe/H] , and the Na abundances are derived via spectrum synthesis, assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). Non-LTE corrections are then applied to both Fe i and Na abundances, following the prescriptions by Lind et al. (2011 , and Lind et al. (2012) . We provide a large set of stellar parameters and Na and Fe abundances derived self-consistently for the sample of 254 RGB stars and 145 AGB stars in five GCs. We compare our results with those of the literature, and we include in our discussion the only four other GCs (NGC 5904, NGC 5986, NGC 6205, and NGC 6266) for which Na has been studied along the AGB. The total sample of nine clusters covers a large range of [Fe/H] (−1.86 to −0.82), age (11 to 13 Gyr), and global properties. We chose to use the [Na/H] NLTE data to avoid the influence of the FeI-FeII discrepancy that has different behaviors in RGB and AGB stars, thus hampering the analysis. In addition, we define as Na-rich stars, or 2P stars, the objects that have a [Na/H] value above [Na/H] cri = [Na/H] min + 0.3 dex, where [Na/H] min is the minimum Na value derived for the sample (RGB + AGB) in a given cluster and 0.3 dex is about one third of the [Na/H] spread. This definition agrees well with the general concept that 2P GC stars have higher Na abundance than field stars of similar metallicity. Although different criteria as well as abundance indicators (e.g., [Na/Fe] combined with O abundances, Lapenna et al. 2016) can obviously lead to different evaluations of the ratios between 1P and 2P stars, we chose this approach to carry out a consistent analysis of the Na abundance for our large sample of RGB and AGB stars in the nine GCs.
Our analysis confirms the complex picture of the Na abundances in the AGB stellar populations in Galactic GCs. Eight out of nine GCs under scrutiny exhibit a lower [Na/H] spread on the AGB than on the RGB, with the maximum [Na/H] abundance being consistently lower on the AGB than on the RGB. The only exception is the most metal-rich cluster NGC 104, whose AGB stars show slightly larger Na spread than its RGB ones. Two clusters, NGC 6752 and NGC 6266, clearly stand out by showing (almost) no Na-rich (2P) AGB stars among the sample stars analyzed so far. We note, however, that uncertainties still exist since i. different conclusions have been reported for NGC 6752 thus A&A proofs: manuscript no. Wang_2017AA_GCs-AGB-RGB demanding further homogeneous studies in both AGB and RGB stars; and ii. no firm conclusion can be drawn for NGC 6266, due to the paucity of stars scrutinized so far. We then find all possible behaviors between these two extremes. In NGC 6121, NGC 5904, and NGC 2808, the AGB stars occupy about the bottom two thirds of the Na distribution of the RGB stars, with a difference of 0.26, 0.25, and 0.21 dex respectively between the maximum [Na/H] value of the AGB and RGB samples, indicating a deficit of very Na-rich AGB stars in these clusters. In the case of NGC 5986, instead, the AGB and RGB samples show comparable spreads in [Na/H] with the maximum Na abundance of AGB stars being 0.14 dex lower than their RGB counterparts, but the AGB sample is still rather limited, thus weakening any drawn conclusion. In NGC 6809 the Na abundance of the RGB sample spreads more evenly while the AGB stars tend to be more concentrated, and a 0.12 dex lower [Na/H] max present in the AGB sample compared to that of the RGB one. Finally, NGC 6205 seems to have very few 1P AGB stars, and the maximum Na values for its RGB and AGB components are marginally consistent within the observational errors.
Linear fits between the fraction of Na-rich 2P AGB stars and the GC parameters reveal that the AGB 2P fraction slightly anticorrelates with GC central concentration, with no conclusive results on possible trends with other GC parameters since they depend on the considered subsamples. By checking the AGB populations of pairs/subgroups of GCs and the trend of AGB Na abundance distributions of the nine GCs, we find that the current data roughly support the theoretical prediction of the original FRMS scenario according to which the initial Na and He abundances were correlated in the original mixture of the GC stars we observe today. However and as underlined in the discussion, this cannot be considered as a strong conclusion. Indeed, the predictions for the evolution of the stellar models along the AGB strongly depend on the mass loss on the RGB, and the initial Na−He correlation and its possible dependency with cluster properties is not sufficiently constrained yet. The fact that both the observed and the theoretical trends with age, metallicity, and other global GC properties are mostly very weak, and that scatter and exceptions exist indicate that the fraction of 2P AGB stars is affected by more than one or two factors and is probably subject to stochasticity.
